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Abstract
Hidden Markovmodels were introduced in the beginning of tile 1970’sas a tool in speechrecognition. During the last decade they have been found useful in
addressing problemsin computational biology such a.s
characterising sequence families, gene finding, structure prediction aim phylogeneticanalysis. In this paper
we propose several measures between hidden Maxkov
models. %Vegive an efficient algorithm that computes
the measuresfor left-right models, e.g. profile hidden Markovmodels, and briefly discuss howto extend
the algorithm to other types of models. V,:e present
an experiment using the measures to compare hidden
Markovmodelsfor three classes of signal peptides.
Introduction
A hidden Markovmodel describes a probability distribution over a potentially infinite set of sequences. It
is convenient to think of a hidden Markov model as
generating a sequence according to some probability
distribution by following a first order Markovctmin of
states, called the path, from a specific staa’t-state to a
specific end-state and emitting a symbol according to
some probability distribution each time a state is entered. One strength of hidden Markov models is the
ability efficiently to computethe probability of a given
sequence as well as the most probable path that. generates a given sequence. Hidden Markov models were
introduced in the beginning of the 1970’s as a tool in
speech recognition. In speech recognition the set of sequences might correspond to digitised sequences of hu" Department of Computer Science, University of
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man speech and the most likely path fl)r a given sequence is the corresponding sequence of words. Rabiner (Rabiner 1989) gives a good introduction to the
theory of hidden Markovmodels and their applications
to speech recognition.
Hidden Markov models were introduced in computational biology in 1989 by Churchill (Churchill 1989).
Durbin et a.1. (Durbin et at. 1998) and Eddy" (Eddy
1996; 1998) are good overviews of the use of hidden
Markov models in computational biology. One of the
most popular applications is to use them to characterise sequence families t)y using so called profile hklden
Markovmodels introduced by Krogh et al. (Krogh et al.
1994). For a profile hidden Markov model the probability of a given sequenceindicates howlikely it is that
the sequence is a memberof the modelled sequence faanily, and the most likely path for a given sequence corresponds to an alignment of the sequence against the
modelled sequence family.
An important advance in the use of hidden Markov
models in computational biology within the last two
years, is the fact that several large lit)raries of profile
hidden Markov models have become available (Eddy
1998). These libraries not only make it possible to
classify’ new sequences, but also open up the possibility
of comparing sequence families by comparing the profiles of the families instead of comparingthe individual
membersof the fanfilies. To our knowledgelittle work
has been clone in this area. In this paper we propose
measures for hidden Markov models timt can he used
to address this prohlem. The measures are based on
what we call the co-emission probability of two hidden
Markov models. Wepresent an efficient algorithm that
computes the measures for profile hidden .Markov models and observe that the left-right architecture is the
only special property of profile hidden Markovmodels
required by the algorithm. Webriefly mention how to
extend the algorithm to broader classes of models and
how to approximate the measures for general hidden
Markov models. Tim method can easily be adapted to
various special cases, e.g. if it is required that paths
pass through certain states.
As the algorithm we present is not limite.d to profile
hidden Markov models, we have chosen to emphasise

this generality by presenting an application to a set of
hidden Markov models for signal peptides. These models do not strictly follow the profile architecture and
consequently cannot be compared using profile ’alignment (Gotoh 1993).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Wefirst
discuss hidden Markovmodels in more detail and introduce the co-emission probability of two hidden Markov
models. Weformulate an algorithm for computing this
probability of two profile hidden Markov models, observe that it applies to all left-right modelsand briefly
discuss extensions to other types of models. Then we
use the co-emission probability to fornmlate several
measures between hidden Markov models. Finally we
present an experiment using the method to compare
three classes of signal peptides, and briefly discuss how
to compute relaxed versions of the co-emission probability.
Hidden
Markov models
Let Mbe a hidden Markov model that generates sequences over some finite alphabet E with probability
distribution PM, i.e. PM(S)denotes the probability
s E E* under model M. Like a classical Markov model,
a hidden Markov model consists of a set of interconnected states. Weuse Pq(qJ) to denote the probability
of a transition from state q to state q~. These probabilities are usually called state transition probabilities. The
transition structure of a hidden Markovmodel is often
shown as a directed graph with a node for each state,
and an edge between two nodes if the corresponding
state transition probability is non-zero. Figure 1 shows
an exampleof a transition structure. Unlike a classical
Markov model, a state in a hidden Markov model can
generate or emit a symbol according to a local probability distribution over all possible symbols. Weuse
Pq(a) to denote the probability of generating or emitting symbol a E E in state q. These probabilities are
usually called symbol emission probabilities. If a state
does not have symbol emission probabilities we say that
the state is a silent state.
It is often convenient to think of a hidden Markov
model as a generative model, in which a run generates
or emits a sequence s E E* with probability PM(S).
A run of a hidden Markov model begins in a special
start-state and continues from state to state according
to the state transition probabilities until a special endstate is reached. Each time a non-silent state is entered,
a symbol is emitted according to the symbol emission
probabilities of the state. A run thus results in a Markovian sequence of states as well as a generated sequence
of symbols. The name "hidden Markov model" comes
from the fact that the Markovian sequence of states,
also called the path, is hidden, while only the generated sequence of symbols is observable.
Hidden Markov models have found applications
in many areas of computational biology, e.g. gene
finding (Krogh 1997) and protein structure prediction (Sonnhammer, yon Heijne, & Krogh 1998), but

probably the most popular use is as profiles for sequence families. A profile is a position-dependent
scoring scheme that captures the characteristics of a
sequence family, in the sense that the score peaks
around membersof the family. Profiles are useful when
searching for unknown members of a sequence family
and several methods have been used to construct and
use profiles (Gribskov, McLachlan, & Eisenberg 1987;
Luthy, Bowie, & Eisenberg 1992; Taylor 1986). Krogh
et al. (Krogh et al. 1994) realized that simple hidden Markov models, which they called profile hidden
Markov models, were able to capture all other profile
methods.
The states of a profile hidden Markov model are divided into match-, insert- and delete-states. Figure 1
illustrates the transition structure of a simple profile
hidden Markovmodel. Note the highly repetitive transition structure. Each of the repeated elements consisting of a match-, insert- and delete-state modelsa position in the consensus sequence for the sequence family.
The silent delete-state makes it possible to skip a position while the self-loop on the insert-state makes it
possible to insert one or more symbols between two positions. Another distinctive feature of the structure of
profile hidden Markovmodels is the absence of cycles,
except for the self-loops on the insert-states.
Markov
models with this property are generally referred to as
left-right (Jelinek 1976) models, as they can be drawn
such that all transitions go from left to right.
The state transition and symbol emission probabilities of a profile hidden Markovmodel (the parameters
of the model) should be such that PM(S)is significant
if s is a memberof the sequence family. These probabilities can be derived from a multiple alignment of the
sequence family, but more importantly, several methods exist to estimate them (or train the model) if
multiple alignment is not available (Baldi et al. 1994;
Durbin et al. 1998; Eddy 1998).
Co-emission

probability

of

two models

Whenusing a profile hidden Markovmodel, it is sometimes sufficient just to focus on the most probable path
through the model, e.g. when using a profile hidden
Markov model to generate alignments. It is, however,
well known that profile hidden Markov models possess
a lot more information than the most probable paths,
as they allow the generation of an infinity of sequences,
each by a nmltitude of paths. Thus, when comparing
two profile hidden Markov models, one should look at
the entire spectrum of sequences and probabilities.
In this section we will describe how to compute the
probability that two profile hidden Markovmodels independently generate the sazne sequence, that is for models M1and M2generating sequences over an alphabet E
we compute
PM~(s)PM2(S).

(I)

sEZ"
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Figure 1: The transition structure of a profile hidden Markovmodel. The squares are the match-states, the diamonds
are the insert-states and the circles are the silent delete-states.
Wewill call this the co-emission probability of the two
nlodels. The algorithm we present to compute the coemission probability is a dynamic programnfing algorithm sinfilar to the algorithnl for comlmtingthe probability that a hidden Markovmodel will generate a specific sequence (Durbin et al. 1998, Chapter 3). Wewill
describe how to handle the extra complications arising when exchanging the sequence with a profile hidden
Markov model.
When computing the probability
that a hidden
Markov model M generates a sequence s = st...s,,,
a table indexed by a state from Mand an index from
s is usually built. An entry (q,i) in this table holds
the probability of being in the state q in Mand having generated the prefix sl...si
of s. Wewill use a
similar approach to comt)ute the co-emission probability. Given two hidden Markov models iI/’1 and M.2, we
will describe howto build a table, A, indexed by states
from the two hidden Markovmodels, such that tile entry A(q, q’) where q is a state of "111 andq’ i s a stateof
2112 - holds the probability of being in state q in M1and
q’ in -"if2 and having independently generated identical
sequences on the paths to q and q’. Wewill denote this
entry with A(q, q’). The entry indexed by the two endstates will then hokt the probability of being in the endstates and having generated identical sequences, that is
the co-emission probability.
To build the table, A, we have to specify howto fill
out all entries of .4. For a specific entry A(q, q’) this depends on tile types of states q and q’. As explained in
the previous section, a profile hidden Markovmodel has
three types of states (insert-, nmtch- and delete-states)
and two special states (start and end). Wepostpone the
treatment of tile special states until we have described
how to handle the other types of states. For reasons of
succinctness we will treat insert- and match-states as
special cases of a more general type we will call a generate-state; this type encompa.ssesall non-silent states
of the profile hidden Markovmodels.
Tile generate-state will be a merging of match-states
and insert-states, thus both allowing a transition to itself and having a transition from the previous insertstate; a match-state can thus be viewed as a generatestate with probability" zero of choosingtile transition t.o
180 LYNGSO

it.self, and ml insert-state can be viewedas a generatestate with probability zero of choosing the transition
fronl tile previous insert-state. Note that this merging
of match- and insert-states is only conceptual; we do
not physically mergeany states, but just handle the tWO
types of states in a uniform way. This leaves two types
of states and thus four different pairs of types. This
number can be reduced to three, by observing that the
two cases of a generate/delete-pair are symmetric, and
thus can be handled the same way.
The rationale behind the Mgorithmis to split paths
up in the last transition(s) l and all that preceded this.
Wewill thus need to be able to refer to the states with
transitions to q and q’. In the following, m, i and d
will refer to the match-, insert- and delete-state with
a transition to q, and m’, i’ a~ld d’ to those with a
transition to q’. Observethat if q (or q’) is an insertstate, then i (or ~) i s t he previous i nsert-state w hich,
by the generate-state generalisation, has a transition to
q (or qt) with probability zero.
delete/delete
entry Assume that q and q’ are both
delete-states. As these states don’t emit symbols, we
just have to sum over all possible combinations of
immediate predecessors of q and q’, of the probability of being in these states mid having independently
generated identical sequences, nmltiplied by the coemission probability of independently choosing the
t rausitions to q and~q’. For the calculation of A(q, q’)
we thus get the equation
A(q, q’)
A(m,m.’)P,, (q)P,,, (q’) + A(m,(q)P,, (q’)
+ A(m,d’)Pr~(q)Pa,(q’) A(i, m’)P,(q)P,,~, (q
+ A(i, i’)P, (q)Pv(q’) +A(i, d’)P~(q)Pd’
+ A(d, m’)Pd(q)Pm,
(q’) +A(d, i’)Pd(q)P,,
+ A(d, d’)Pd(q)ga,(q’).

(21

delete/generate
entry Assume that q is a deletestate and q’ is a generate-state. Envision paths leading to q and q’ respectively while independently gen1In someof the cases explained below, we will only extend the path in one of the modelswith aal extra transition,
hencethe unspecificity.

erating tile same sequence. As q does not emit symbols while ql does, the path to q’s immediate predecessor (that is, the path to q with the actual transition to q removed) must also have generated the same
sequence as the path to q’. Wethus have to sum over
all inunediate predecessors of q, of the probability of
being in this state and in q’ and having generated
identical sequences, multiplied by tile probability of
choosing tile transition to q. For the calculation of
A(q, q’) in this case we thus get the following equation
A(q,q’)
A(m,q’)P.n(q) + A(i,q’)Pi(q) + A(d,q’)Pa(q). (3)
generate/generate
entry Assume that q and q’ are
both generate-states. The last character in sequences
generated on the paths to q and q’ are generated by
q and q’ respectively. Wewill denote the probability that these two states independently generate tile
same symbol by p, and it is an easy observation that
P = Z Pq(a)P¢(a).

(4)

aEZ

to q and q’ along such paths while generating the
same sequences is the probability of getting to q and
q~ along paths that do not both have a self-loop transition in the end, multiplied by the joint probability
of independently choosing the self-loop transitions,
and the probability of q and q’ emitting the same
symbols. But this is just
A1 (q, q’) =rAo(q, q’),
(6)
where
r = pPq(q)Pq,(q’)
(7)
is the probability of independently choosing the selfloop transitions and emitting the same symbols in
q and q’. Similarly we can define Ak(q,q’), and by
induction it is easily proven that
Ak(q,q’) = rAk-l(q,q’)
= vkAo(q,q’). (8)
As any finite path ending in q or q’ must have a finite
numberof self-loop transitions in the end, we get
oo

A(q,q’)

~A~(q,q’)
k=0

= ~rkAo(q,q,)

The problem with generate/generate entries is that
the last transitions on paths to q and q’ might actually come from q and q~ themselves, due to the
self-loops of generate states. It thus seems that we
need A(q, q’) to be able to computeA(q, q~)!
So let us start out by assuming that at most one of
the paths to q and q’ has a self-loop transition as
the last transition. Then we can easily compute the
probability of being in q and q’ and having independently generated the same sequence on the paths to
q and q’, by summingover all combinations of states
with transitions to q and q’ (including combinations
with either q or q’ but not both) tile probabilities
of these combinations, multiplied by p (for independently generating the same symbol at q and q’) and
the joint probability of independently choosing the
transitions to q and q’. Wedenote tiffs probability
by Ao(q,q’), and by the above arguinent tile equation for computingit is
.4o (q, q’)
p(A(m,m’)P.~(q)P,., (q’) + A(m,(q)P,,(q’)
+ A(m,d’)P.~(q)Pd,(q’) + A(m,q’)P.~(q)Pq,(q’)
+ A(i, tn’)P,(q)P.~,(q’) + A(i, i’)P,(q)P,,(q’)
+ A(i,d’)P,(q)Pd,(q’) + A(i,q’)P~(q)Pq,(q’)
(5)
+ A(d, m’)Pd(q)P,,,,(q’) A(d, i’)Pd(q)P,, (q
+ A(d, d’)Pa(q)Pa,(q’) A(d, q’ )Pd(q)Pq, (q
+ A(q, m’)Pq(q)P,,,(q’) + A(q, i’)Pq(q)P¢
+ A(q,d’)Pq(q)Pa,(q’)).
Nowlet us cautiously proceed, by considering a pair
of paths where one of tile paths has exactly one selfloop transition in the end, and the other path has at
least one self-loop transition in the end. The probability ¯ - that wesurprisingly call Al (q, q’) -- of getting

(9)

k=0

1
A°(q’
- 1- q’)"
r
Despite the fact that there is an infinite numberof
cases to consider, we observe that the sum over the
probabilities of all these cases comesout as a geometric series that can easily be computed.
Each of the entries of A pertaining to match- insert- and
delete-states can thus be computed in constant, time
using the above equations. As for the start-states (denoted by s and #) we initialise
A(s,s’) to 1 (as we
have not started generating anything and the empty
sequence is identical to itself). Otherwise, even though
they do not generate any symbols, we will treat the
start-states as generate states; this allows for choosing
an initial sequenceof delete-states in one of the models.
The start-states are the only possible immediate predecessors for the first, insert-states, and together with the
first insert-states the ordy immediate predecessors of
the first, match- and delete-states; the equations for the
entries indexed by any of these states can trivially be
modified according to this. The end-states (denoted by
e and #) do not emit any symbols and are thus akin to
delete-states, and can be treated the same way.
The co-emission probability of M1and M2is the
probability of being in the states e and e’ and having
independently generated the same sequences, and can
be found by looking up A(e, e’). In the rest of this paper
we will use A(Mt, M2) to denote the co-emission probability of d~l 1 and M2. As all entries of A can be computed in constant time, we can compute tile co-emission
probability of M1and M2in time O(nln2) where rti denotes the numberof states in .3,[ i. The straightforward
space requirement is also O(n~n2) but can be reduced
O(nt) by a standard trick (Gusfield 1997, Chapter 11).
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Extensions

to other

types

of models

One can observe that the method described here is not
limited to profile hidden Markov models, but can be
applied to all left-right hidden Markov models. If we
replace generate-state with non-silent state a~ld deletestate with silent state in the above description, we simply have to sum over all pairs of predecessors in the two
cases of identical types of states, and over all predecessors of the silent state in the case where we are computing the entry for a silent/non-silent pair of states. The
time required to compute the co-emission probability
becomes O(mtm2) where mi is the number of transitions in :lli, as each pair of transitions is considered for
at most one entry of A.
Actually we can relax the requirement from requiring that the models being left-right models having only
self-loops as cycles, to just demandingthat each state
takes part in at most on(: cycle. With some caution,
the technique described above can be extended to handle this situation with no furt.her incremse in tile time
complexity (Lyngso, Pedersen, £z Nielsen 1999).
If we extend the type of models even fllrther to nnrestricted hidden Markov models, cycles can be intertwined, and the methodof recognising the geolnetric series in the summationfor the probability of all finite sequences is no longer available. By iterating the computat.ion of co-emissionprobabilities at all [)airs of states,
thus finding the co-emission probabilities for longer and
longer paths, the total co-emission probability can however be approximated efficiently (Lyngso, Pedersen,
Nielsen 1999).
Measures

on hidden

Markov

Models

Based on the co-emission probability we define two metrics that hopefully, to some extent, express howsimilar the fanfily of sequences represented by two hidden
Markov models are. A problem with the co-emission
probability is that the models having the largest coenfission probability with a specific model, M, usually
will not include 2"~f itself, as shownby tile following
proposition.
Proposition 1 Let M be a hidden Markov "model and
p = Inax{Pu (s) I s E E*}. The maximumco-emission
probability with 2~I attainable [or any hidden Markov
.model is p. Furthermore, the hidden Markov.models attaining this co-emission probability with M, are exactly
those models, M’, for which PM’(s) > 0 ¢* PM(s)
for all s E E*.
Proof. Let M’ be a hidden
PM’ (s) > 0 ~ PM(s) = p.

Markov mo(lel

with

and thus the co-emission probability of Mand 21I’ is
E PM(s)PM,(S)
*EE*

=
E

P,M(s)PM,(s)

= (11

sEE* ,Pta ( s)=p

Now let M’ be a hidden Markov model with
PM,(S’) = p’ > 0 for some s’ E E" with PM(S’)
p" < p. Then the co-enfission probability of M and
~ is
M
E PM(S)PM,(S) p’ p"+ E PM(s)P.,w(s)
~EE"
sEE’\{s’}
<_p’p" + (1 - p’)p
<p.

(12)

This proves that a hidden Markov model, M’, has maximunl co-emission probability, p, with M, if and only if
the assertion of the proposition is flllfilled.
[]
Proposition 1 indicates that the co-emission probability of two nlodels not only depends on howalike they
are, but also oil how’self-confident’ the modelsare, that
is, to what extent the probabilities are concentrated to
a smMlsubset of all possible sequences.
Another way to explain this undesirable property of
the co-emission probability, is to interpret Markovmodels - or rather the probability distribution over finite
sequences of Markovmodels - as vectors ill the infinite
dimensional space spanned by all finite sequences over
the alphabet. With this interpretation the co-enfission
probability, A(M1, M2), of two Markov models, M~and
M,,, simply becomes the inner product,
(2UI,M2)I;~,.ll IIM..,] cos v,

(13)

of the models. Here v is the angle between the models - or vectors - and ]"fill = X/(2"tli, :’~Ii) is the length
of Mi. One observes the direct proportionality
between the co-enfission probability and the length (or
’self-confidence’) of the models being compared. If the
length is to be completely ignored, a good measure of
the distance between two Markov znodels would be the
angle between them - two models are orthogonM, if and
only if they can not generate identical sequences, and
parallel (actually identical as the probabilities have t.o
sum to 1) if they express the same probability distribution. This leads to the definition of our first metric on
Markov models.
Definition 1 Let M1 and M,,. be two hidden Markov
models, and A(M, "lI’) be the co-emission plvbability
M and :~I’. Wedefine the angle between :lit and M2as
D~ya( ,M1, M2)

Having introduced the vector int.erpretation
of
Mm’kovnlodels, another obvious metric to consider is
182 LYNGSO

sets of most probable sequences in the two models and
their relative probabilities. But this metric can also lead
to undesirable situations, as can be seen from figure 2
which shows that D~ng~¢might not be able to discern
two clearly different models. Choosing what metric to
use, depends on what kind of differences one wants to
highlight.
For some applications one might want a similarity
measure instead of a distance measure. Based on the
above metrics or the co-emission probability one can
define a variety of similarity measures. Wedecided to
examine the following two similarity measures.
Definition
3 Let Mx and M2 be two Markov models and A(M, ~) be t he c o-emission p robability o f M
and M~. We define the similarity between Ml and 512

(a) MaxkovmodelAI1 with PM~(a)

n--ln

(b) Markov model M2with PM2(a)
k) ----- .2_1
1/2 and PM2(a
for
2n k(~-1~k-2
n ]
k>l.

a8

$1 (M1,-~’I2)----- cos (D~,~g~(ll.ll, M2))
= A(Mx, M2)/~/A(Mx,

Figure 2: Twodistinctly different models can have an
arbitrarily small distance in the Dangle metric. It is
easy to see that A(M1, M1) = 1, A(M1, M:) = 1/2
A(M2,M2) = 1/4 + 1/(8n - 4); for n -+ oc one thus
obtains Dangle(M1, M2) -+ 0 but Ddiff(M1,512) -+

and

the standard metric on vector spaces, that is, the (euclidian) normof the difference between the two vectors

1.

[~v[1 -- -~I2[ ---- x/(Mx- M2,M1- 512).
Considering the square of this, we obtain

(14)

: (~fl

-- -?t’/’2,

=

52fl

--

52f2)

(s) - pM(s))
,Er."

=

(15)

PM,(8):

(s) - 2PM,
(s)PA

sEY:-*
= A(M1, M~) + A(M2, "li~)

M~)A(M2,

$2 (Ml, M2) = 2A(M1,512)/(A(M~, M1) + A(M.2, M2))
One can easily prove that these two similarity measures
possess the following nice properties.

o < <_ 1.

2. Si(M1,M2) = 1 if and only ifVs E E* : PM,(S)
PM2(S).
3. Si(M~,M2) = if andonly ffVs ~ E* : PM,(S ) >
0 ~ Pga_~(s) = O, that is, there are no sequences
that can be generated by both M; and M:.
The only things that might not be immediately clear
are that $2 satisfies properties 1 and 2. This however
follows from
A(5I~, Ml) + A(M:, M~) - 2A(M~, M~)

(s) - (s))
- 2A(M~,

Thus this norm can be computed based on co-emission
probabilities, and we propose it as a second choice for
a metric on Markov models.
Definition 2 Let :’~I1 and M2 be two hidden Markov
models, and A(M,M~) be the co-emission probability
of M and M~. We define the difference between M1
and M2 as
Da,6( M1,,"tl,2 )
~¢/A(511,5fl) A(M2,M2)
- 2A(M1,M2). (1 6)
Oneproblem with the Ddifr metric is ttmt ]M1]-13J..,] <_
Ddirr(M1,M2)< II"~I1[ + ]M.)]. If ]511] [:~I21 wetherefore get that Ddirr(Ml,512) ~ IMI[, and we basically
only get infornmtion about the length of MI from Ddiff.
The metric Da~gl~ is not prone to this weakness, as
it ignores the length of the vectors and focuses on the

sEE*

cf. equation
15, why 2A(M1,M2) <_ A(MI,M1)+
A(M2, M2), and equality only holds if for all sequences
their probabilities in the two models are equal.
Results
We have implemented the method described
in
the previous sections for computing the co-emission
probabilities and derived measures of two left-right
models, and the program is currently available at
w-wu.brics.dk/-,~cstorm/hmmcomp.
The program was
used to test the four measures in a comparison of
Markovmodels for three classes of secretory signal peptides - cleavable N-terminal sequences which target secretory proteins for translocation over a membrane.
Signal peptides do not have a well-defined consensus
motif, but they do share a commonstructure: an Nterminal region with a positive charge, a stretch of
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Figure 3: Plots of tile results obtained with the diffcreut measures. Models 1 through 5 are the models trained on
eukaryotic sequences, models 6 through 1(} are the models trained on Grarn-positive bacterial sequences, and models
11 through 15 are the models trained on Gram-negative bacterial sequences. This gives 9 blocks, each of 25 entries,
of different pairs of groups of organisms compared, but as all the measures are symmetric we have left out half the
blocks showing comparisons between different groups of organisms. This should increase clarity, as no parts of the
plots are hidden behind peaks.
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Figure 4: Tables of the average values of each block plotted in figure 3. The empty entries corresponds to the blocks
left out in the plots.
hydrophobic residues, and a region of more polar regions containing the cleavage site, where two positions
are partially conserved (yon Heijne 1985). There are
statistical differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic signal peptides concerning the length and composition of these regions (yon Heijne & Abrahmsdn1989;
Nielsen et al. 1997), but the distributions overlap, and
in some cases, eukaryotic and prokaryotic signal peptides are found to be functionally interchangeable (Benson, Hall, & Silhavy 1985).
The Markov model used here is not a profile HMM,
since signal peptides of different proteins are not necessarily related, and therefore do not constitute a sequence family that can be aligned in a meaningful way.
Instead, the signal peptide model is composedof three
region models, each having a characteristic amino acid
composition and length distribution, plus seven states
modelling the cleavage site - see Nielsen and Krogh
(Nielsen ~z Krogh 1998) for a detailed description.
combined model with three branches was used to distinguish between signal peptidcs, signal anchors (a subset of trazlsmembrane proteins), and non-secretory proteins; but only the part modelling the signal peptide
plus the first few positions after the cleavage site has
been used in the comparisons reported here.
Tile same architecture was used to train models of
three different signal peptide data sets: eukaryotes,
Gram-negative bacteria (with a double membrane),
and Gram-positive bacteria (with a single membrane).
For cross-validation of tile predictive performance, each
modelwas trained on five different training/test set partitions, with each training set comprising 80%of the
data - i.e., any two training sets have 75~ of the sequences in common.
The comparisons of the models are shown in figures 3
and 4. In general, models trained on cross-validation
sets of the same group are more similar than models trained on data from different groups, and the two

groups of bacteria are more similar to one another than
to the eukaryotes. However, there are some remarkable
differences between the measures. According to Ddiff,
the two bacterial groups are almost as similar as the
cross-validation sets, but according to Dangle and the
similarity measures, they are almost as dissimilar as
the bacterial/eukaryotic comparisons.
This difference actually reflects the problem with the
Ddiff measure discussed previously. The distribution
of sequences for models trained on eukaryotic data are
longer in the vector interpretation, i.e. the probabilities
are more concentrated, than the distributions for models trained on bacterial data. What we mainly see in
the Ddiff values for bacterial/eukaryotic comparisons is
thus the length of the eukaryotic models. This reflects
two properties of eukaryotic signal peptides: they have
a more biased ainino acid composition in the hydrophobic region that comprises a large part of the signal peptide sequence; and they are actually shorter than their
bacterial counterparts, thus raising the probability of
the most probable sequences generated by this model.
DangLealso shows that the differences within groups
are larger in the Gram-positive group than in the others. This maysimply reflect the smaller sample size in
this group (172 sequences vs. 356 for the Gram-negative
bacteria and 1137 for the eukaryotes).
The walues of D~ngl¢ in between-group comparisons
are quite close to the maximal zr/2. Thus the distributions over sequences for models of different groups
are close to being orthogonal. This nfight seem surprising in the light of the reported examplesof functionally
interchangeable signal peptides; but it does not mean
that no sequences can be generated by both eukaryotic
and bacterial models, only that these sequences have
low probabilities comparedto those that are unique for
one group. In other words: if a random sequence is
generated from one of these models, it may with a high
probability be identified which group of organisms it
belongs to.
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Discussion
Remember
that the co-emission probability is defined as
~,,..,2~z"
PMI(Si)PM=(s2) where sl = s2. One problem with the co-emission probability - and measures
based on it - is that it can be desirable to allow sequences to be slightly different. One might thus want
to loosen the restriction of "s~ = s2" to, e.g., ".s~ is a
substring (or subsequence)of s~," or (.’.veil "[sl[ = Is2]’"
ignoring the symbols of tile sequences and just comparing the length distributions of the two models.
Another approach is to take the view that the two
Markov models do not generate independent sequences,
but instead generates alignments with two sequences.
Inspecting the equations for computing the co-emission
probability, one observes that we require that when one
model emits a symbol tile other model should emit an
identical symbol. This corresponds to only allowing
colunms with identical symbols in the produced alignments. A less restrictive
approach would be to allow
other types of columns, i.e. columns with two different symbols or a symbol in only one of the sequences,
and weighting a column according to the difference it
expresses. The modifications proposed in the previous paragraph can actually be considered special cases
of this approach. Our method for computing tile coemission probability can easily be modified to encompass these types of modifications.
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